Stability of perception of the hand's aperture in a grasp.
How we judge the location of our body parts can be affected by a range of factors that change how our brain interprets proprioceptive signals. We examined the effect of several such factors on how we perceive an object's width and the spacing between our thumb and fingers when grasping. Grasp-related perceptions were slightly wider when using all digits, in line with our tendency to grasp larger objects with the entire hand. Surprisingly, these perceptions were not affected by the frames of reference for judgements (object width versus grasp aperture), whether the object was grasped actively or passively, or the strength of the grasp. These results show that the brain maintains a largely stable representation of the hand when grasping stationary objects. This stability may underpin our dexterity when grasping a vast array of objects. Various factors can alter how the brain interprets proprioceptive signals, leading to errors in how we perceive our body and execute motor tasks. This study determined the effect of critical factors on hand-based perceptions. In Experiment 1, 20 participants grasped without lifting an unseen 6.5 cm-wide object with two grasp configurations: thumb and all fingers, and thumb and index finger. Participants reported perceived grasp aperture (body reference frame) or perceived object width (external reference frame) using visual charts. In Experiment 2, 20 participants grasped the object with three grasp intensities (1, 5 and 15% maximal grasp force) actively or passively and reported perceived grasp aperture. A follow-up experiment addressed whether results from Experiment 2 were influenced by the external force applied during passive grasp. Overall, there was a mean difference of 0.38 cm (95% confidence interval (CI), 0.12 to 0.63) between the two grasp configurations (all digits compared to thumb and index finger). Perceived object width compared to perceived grasp aperture differed by only -0.04 cm (95% CI, -0.30 to 0.21). There was no real effect of grasp intensity on perceived grasp aperture (-0.01 cm; 95% CI, -0.03 to 0.01) or grasp type (active versus passive; 0.18 cm; 95% CI, -0.19 to 0.55). Overall, grasp-related perceptions are slightly wider when using all digits, in line with our tendency to grasp larger objects with the entire hand. The other factors - frame of reference, grasp intensity and grasp type - had no meaningful effect on these perceptions. These results provide evidence that the brain maintains a largely stable representation of the hand.